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Tom Beaudette, PE and Tanner Grimstad, EIT completed a structural assessment of the 
Linderman Gym, located at Linderman School in Polson, MT.   We completed the 
assessment on Tuesday, January 30, 2018.  The assessment is a follow-up to the 
parapet wall failure incident earlier in the month.    
 
No destructive investigation was completed nor deemed necessary. The intent was to 
assess the gymnasium building and bleacher structural systems to determine if the gym is 
structurally adequate and can be occupied. All wall stabilization recommendations and 
sketches issued previously remain to be very applicable and should be followed. 
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Gym North Brick Wall 

South Wall  -  Beams  &  Columns 

This structural assessment synopsis is based on the inspection and limited analysis of the 
existing structure in conjunction with our experience with similar aged buildings. The intent 
of the investigation and this report is to assess if the gym for safe occupancy.     
 

 

STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION 

Foundation:  The foundation was not available for inspection and is not deemed a key 

structural component of this occupancy assessment.   

 

Walls: The gym walls is a triple wythe, 
unreinforced brick and clay tile masonry 
(URM) wall to the level of the arched 
bowstring roof trusses on the north and 
south sides.  The east and west walls are 
also URM walls, but extend up to the 
arched gable ends.  Above the arched roof 
level, the wall shifts to a double wythe 
wall.   
 
 
 
 
 
Columns / Beams:  Integral with the URM 
walls, there are 16” x 24” concrete 
columns at approximately 21’ o/c along 
the north and south wall lines.  The 
columns support the timber bowstring roof 
trusses.  There is an intermediate 14” x 
32” concrete beam which spans between 
the columns.  Non-destructive testing by 
A-Core reveals reinforcement in the 
columns, but no reinforcement in the 
beams.  There are no concrete columns or 
beams in the east and west gable end 
walls.   
 
 
Upper Bleachers: The bleacher framing consists of 2x12 joist at 16” o/c spanning N/S, 
supported on one end by the gym exterior brick wall and concrete beam (bleacher 
framing connects to the URM wall with integral concrete beam).  On the south side, there 
is no brick below the beam.  The 2x12 framing is supported at mid-span masonry walls 
and also at an interior masonry wall (which transitions to the gym floor).   The joist have 
an approximate double 10’ span to make the upper bleacher.  From the joist, there is 
secondary framing which makes the bleacher risers and landings.  



        

 

Typical Bowstring Truss at 21’ O/c 

Top to Bottom Chord Heel Connection  

-  6 bolts with 24 – 4” split rings per 

Bottom Chord Splice - - 6 Bolts with 

24- split rings per 

Top Chord Butt Splice 

                           Typical Web to Chord Conn.  

 
Roof: The gym roof consists of 1x 
planking on 2x12 rafters at 16” o/c 
spanning east/west from the east and 
west gable arched walls to timber bow 
string arch trusses at approximately 21’-8’ 
o/c (6 bays).  The trusses are supported 
on concrete columns which are partially 
inset into the brick walls on the north and 
south side of the gym walls.  Two center 
trusses have substantial steel upgrade 
elements applied to the bottom chord.  
The bottom chord steel on the center two 
trusses could have been installed at the 
time of the installation of the roof top 
mechanical units (see on the aerial photo 
on page 1) 
 
The trusses consists of a double 5 ½ x 14” 
glu-lam top chord, double 5 1/2 x 9 solid 
timbers  and single 4x6 and 4x8 webs.   The 
trusses span approximately 109’ clear from 
column to column.  The truss members are 
connected with 5/8” through bolts and 4” 
diameter split rings at each member 
interface.  The double top chords butt 
splices are staggered to make the arch and 
also allow for a continuous member at all 
locations.  The double bottom chords have 
three splice locations at ¼ points along the 
109’ span. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



        

 

Bleacher Sub-Structure 

Framing 

Cracked Unreinforced Concrete 

Beam 

 

INSPECTION 

With the obvious exception of the parapet failure and south side low roof failure situation, 

we found the gymnasium building to be generally in good condition.  The roof joist were 

not exposed for inspection, but no evidence of distress or deflection was noted.  The 

bowstring arch roof trusses are in good condition.  There is some longitudinal checking in 

the bottom chord was noted on two trusses.  But the bottom chords are double members 

and the checking did not extend through bolts or split rings.    

 

The 16” x 24” concrete columns supporting the roof trusses are deemed to be good 

condition.  The north side column is slightly out of plumb (top slightly leaning to the 

outside (north).  The south side columns are significantly out of plumb (measured 1 ½” 

out of plumb in a 6’ level).  The plumbness is somewhat related to the roof failure along 

the south side.  

 

The unreinforced concrete beam supporting a 

portion of the bleachers has significant cracking 

along its length. These cracks are likely due to the 

beam being unreinforced and supporting the 

bleachers and brick wall above.  There are only a 

couple of small cracks on the north side beam.  

There is consistent and larger vertical cracks on the 

south side beam line.  The north side beam is 

integral with the brick and clay tile wall (i.e. the clay 

tile wall tucks underneath the beam.  On the south 

side, there is no brick walls below the beam, 

however there is typically a steel stud wall line 

below the beam.  The north side beam is relatively 

plumb.  The south side beam is significantly out of 

plumb (directly related to the columns).   

 

 

The bleacher structure is in good condition.  

The overall design of the bleachers being 

supported onto the clay tile wall bearing on 

the unreinforced concrete beam is 

somewhat questionable, but no evidence 

of movement or distress was noted in the 

bleacher structure (beam cracking already 

noted). 



        

 

 

ANALYSIS 

We have completed an analysis of the specified structural components except for the 
foundation. The walls are adequate for gravity loads.  With the exception of the south 
wall, the walls are undoubtedly adequate for in-plane lateral force transfer (wind and 
seismic forces).  Since the walls are unreinforced, present day codes require the existing 
brick walls to be tested for strength.  Our office has the experience and equipment to test 
the walls for specific code justification.  However, we are comfortable that the walls could 
be justified for in-plane lateral (racking).  The brick walls have been removed from the 
intermediate concrete beam to the foundation (see earlier picture titled “South Wall – 
Beams and Columns).  There has been a substantial steel braced frame incorporated 
along this south wall line (probably during the locker room addition).  The braced framed 
resists the in-plane lateral forces.  We have not completed a thorough analysis justifying 
the braced frame.  The tall gable end walls are suspect for out-of-plane lateral loads 
(walls buckling in or out in a full design earthquake event).   
 
The 2x12 bleacher joists are adequate to support the code-required live load of 100 psf 
plus an additional 10 psf dead load. The roof rafters are sufficient in supporting the 
Polson uniform, balanced design snow load plus an additional 10 psf dead load.  The 
rafters become overstressed when applying a double unbalanced snow load and drifting 
snow load due to the roof parapets.  We analyzed the roof trusses for balanced and 
unbalanced loading conditions.  The roof truss are typically adequate for a full design 
snow load of 37 psf with 15 psf roof dead.  The bottom chords are slightly overstressed 
(11 %) considering a full snow load condition.  The split ring connections in the top 
chord/bottom chord heel connection, the bottom chord splice connection and the webs 
are typically adequate.   While two interior trusses supporting the roof top mechanical unit 
have been reinforced with steel plates, all other trusses have no additional reinforcement.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS / DISCUSSION 
Since the brick walls below the unreinforced concrete beam had been removed during a 
previous renovation project, it is suspect.  The concrete columns along the south side are 
leaning to the south (undoubted accentuated by the low roof failure).   Shoring columns 
have been added to the south side, at the columns and also mid span of the beams.  The 
shoring assists to stabilize the columns lateral and also assist to stabilize the beams for 
lateral and gravity. Shoring columns have also been added to columns only on the north 
side.  The north side columns are deemed adequate, but the shoring was added for 
insurance for occupancy.  
 
The existing roof structure meets the Polson uniform design snow load of 37 psf (40 psf 
with minor reductions) plus an additional 15 psf dead load.  It is also adequate for an 
unbalanced snow load at the north and south edges (double snow load at edges with ½ 
snow load in the center section.   
 
The south parapet wall failure was due to the lateral pressure from the accumulated snow 
against the unreinforced double wythe parapet wall that was not connected to the roof 
structure.  The failure does not indicate a preemptive failure or inadequacy of the entire 



        

 

roof structure. The building has “withstood the test of time” and it is deemed to be in good 
condition.  The gym north wall parapet is identical to the south wall parapet that failed.  
That being the case, we recommend that the exterior of the building along the north wall 
of the gym remain to be barricaded through the snow season or until connection tie-backs 
can be installed along the north wall.  We have a connection tie-back detail for this 
condition.  
 
SUMMARY 
With the shoring in place along the north and south wall lines and continued fencing along 
the north and south wall lines we find the Linderman Gymnasium can be occupied.   We 
realize this report is rather general in nature, so please call us with any specific questions 
you may have at this time.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
DCI Engineers Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tom R. Beaudette, PE 


